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Joan Sendra: Managing Director – Capability Network Lead, Spain. Based out of Barcelona, Spain

Spain is a perfect place for anywhere, anything you can imagine, but when it comes to the professional side, Spain is a place where because of our positioning in Europe, because of the relationship that European corporations do have across different countries, it’s a very good place to make a career and succeed.

In Spain, and this is also a consequence of the model we have for Financial and Enterprise Performance Management, we have a team that is fully specialized on very unique financial skills, which are treasury, working capital, and tax management. The professionals that we have in that office in that center do come with these kinds of skills. Working at the Capability Network is different because this is a global practice. From our global concept, we can effectively help the local consulting practices anywhere in the world.

Pablo Caballero: Managing Director – Capability Network Lead, Spain. Based out of Barcelona, Spain

Our teams are spending time in every corner of the world. The role of Spain within the entire Capability Network means that the folks that are joining the group needs to be folks who are thinking internationally. We have a team always with a minimum 10, 15 nationalities being part of it, and there is a community of expats.

They are learning Spanish together. Many of them when they arrive in Barcelona, they discover it is Catalan driving the most of the conversations more than Spanish, but they will find in the Barcelona node that English is the language for we use for our communication in the majority of the situations. In Spain what you breathe is a sense of first of all big family, there are loads of big groups of friends, big groups that are having a common hobby, for example sports.

Joan Sendra: Managing Director – Capability Network Lead, Spain. Based out of Barcelona, Spain

Coming to Barcelona for living, I think is a great opportunity, for working it’s also a great opportunity. Many people do look only to Barcelona as a place to live, but I can tell you that working there, it’s a tremendous opportunity.
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